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To every graph G we can assign the group Aut G of all automorphisms of G.
Making use of the results of A. Cay ley, R. Frucht [1] proved that for every finite
group there exists a graph whose automorphism group is isomorphic to this group.
Y. G. Vizing [2] suggested the investigation of special types of graphs assigned
to groups which will be called here graph representations of groups.
A graph representation of a group (5 is a graph with the property that its automorphism group is isomorphic to (5 and to any two vertices x, y of this graph there
exists exactly one automorphism cp of this graph such that (p(x) — y.
A graph representation of a group may be an undirected graph or a directed one.
Therefore for a group (5 we shall distinguish its undirected graph representation
l/i^(©) and its directed graph representation JDJR((5).
Proposition. Let % he a group for which an undirected graph
exists. Then there exists also a directed graph representation of (5.

representation

Proof. If in the undirected graph representation of (5 each undirected edge xy
is substituted by the pair of directed edges xy, yx, we obtain a directed graph representation of (6 c
We shall study graph representations of finite Abelian groups. It is well-known
that each non-trivial finite Abelian group can be expressed as a direct product of
primary cyclic groups, i.e., cyclic groups whose orders are powers of prime numbers.
(By a non-trivial group we mean a group with more than one element.) We shall
prove some theorems on directed graph representations of these groups.
Theorem 1. Let (^ be a non-trivial finite Abelian group which can be expressed
as a direct product of cyclic groups of pairwise different orders. Then the group ©
has a directed graph representation.
Proof. Let G^i, ..., (I„ be the factors in the expression of © as a direct product of
cyclic groups and let them have pairwise different orders. Let Cf be the order of (S^i
for i = 1, ..., n. Without loss of generality we may suppose that c^, ..., c„ is an in83

creasing sequence. Now we shall construct a graph G. The vertex set of G will be the
support of (5. In each G^ for i = 1, ..., n we choose its generator a^; denote A =
= {«1,..., a j . If X and y are two vertices of G (elements of ©), then the edge xy
exists in G if and only if x~^y e A.
Now for each b e © let cp^, be a mapping of Ш onto © such that (PbW = ^^- The
mapping (pf, for each Ь e Ш is a bijection of (5 onto ©; this follows from the fact
that © i s a group. Let x, >' be two vertices of G. We have ((рь(^))~^ (фь(у) =
= (fex)"^ foj = x~^b~^bj = x~^>', which implies that the edge cpbi^) ^ь{у) exists
in G if and only if the edge xy exists in G. Hence (p^ is an automorphism of G for
each b e © . Further, if Ь G ©, с G ©, then (РьСс{^) = (Рь{^^) = ^^^ = <^ьс(х) for each
X G ©, therefore the mappings cpi, for all Ь G © form a group (with respect to the
superposition) isomorphic to ©.
Let X, y be two vertices of G such that x~^y = a^. There exists the edge xy in G
and it is contained in a cycle Fj^x) of the length c^\ this cycle has the vertices xa\
for /c = 1, ..., Ci and the edges going from xa\ into xa^"^^ for each such k. We shall
prove that each cycle of the length c^ in G is Fi(x) for some x G ©. Let D be a cycle
of the length Ci,bt J i , ..., й?с1 belts vertices, let its edges be Jf^f + i for Ï = 1, ..., c^ —
— 1 and dc^d[. For each z = 1, ..., c^ — 1 let z^ = dj'^di+i and let z^^ = d~^^d^.
We have z^ G ^ for i = 1,..., Ci. Further, evidently d^ = J^z^ ... z^^, which implies
Zi ... z^^ = e, where e is the unit element of ©. The set Л is a set of independent
generators of © and © is Abelian, therefore the number of occurrences of each a^
for i = 1, ..., c^ among the elements z^, ..., z^^ must be an integral multiple of c,-.
As Ci is less than Ci for i > 1, we have Zj = a^ for 7 = 1, ..., c^ and Z) = Fi(^i).
If we denote Ei = {xy | x G ©, y G ©, x~ V = ^i} for г = 1, ..., w, then we may
assert that an edge of G belongs to E^ if and only if it belongs to a cycle of G of the
length c^. Hence each automorphism ij/ of G maps each edge of E^ again onto an
edge of £ j and we have (i/^(x))~^ ф(у) = ai if and only if x~^y = a^. Inductively
we can prove that for each z = 1, ..., n an edge of G belongs to Ei if and only if it
belongs to a cycle of G of the length Ci and does not belong to a cycle of G of the length
с J for j < i. This implies that for each z = 1, ..., n we have (i^(x))~^ \l/{y) = a^ if
and only if x~^y = a^, where xjj is an arbitrary automorphism of G. In other words,
(i//(x))"^ \l/{y) = x~^y for each x and у such that x''^y eA. But then \l/{x)x~^ =
= ^(y) y~^ for each x, 3; such that xy is an edge of G. The graph G is strongly con
nected; this follows from the fact that Л is a set of generators of © and hence if x
and у are arbitrary elements of ©, the element у can be obtained from x by successive
multiplication by elements of A. Thus by induction according to the length of the
shortest path from x into у we can prove that i/^(x)x~^ = ф{у)у~^ for any two
elements of ©. If we denote b = i//(x) x~^ for x G ©, we see that ф = cp^,. As ф was
an arbitrary automorphism of G, we see that the automorphism group of G is the
group consisting of all ^^, for foe©; as was proved above, this group is isomorphic
to © and G is a directed graph representation of ©.
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Theorem 2. Let ^ be a group with the property that for each set A of generators
of (5 there exists a non-identical automorphism a o/ © such that a(A) = A. Then
there exists no graph representation of (5.
Proof. Suppose that (Б has the mentioned property and that there exists a directed
graph representation DR{(5) of ®. We shall study its structure. If we choose a vertex VQ
in DR{^), then each vertex of DR(^) can be uniquely expressed as ^(г^о), where у
is an automorphism of Ш. We choose an isomorphism of Aut DR((3) onto (S and then
w^e assign the vertex y{vQ) that element of (6 which is the image of у in this isomor
phism. In this way we can identify the elements of (S with vertices of DR[(^) (the
vertex VQ is then identified with the unit element e of ©). Thus, in the sequel, we shall
treat vertices of DR(^ as elements of C5.
Let X, у be two elements of ©. Then x = Ух{е), у = )^(^)? where y^, 73, are auto
morphisms of D K ( © ) which correspond to x, у in the mentioned isomorphism of
Aut DR((B) onto (5. There exists a unique automorphism of DR{(^) which maps x
onto y; this automorphism is УуУх^ and its image in the mentioned isomorphism is
yx~^. In order to simplify the notation, we can say (not distinguishing between iso
morphic groups) that X is mapped onto у by the automorphism yx~^.
If Х0У0 is an edge of DR((5), then xy is an edge of DR[^ for any two vertices x, у
such that x~^y = XQ ^Уо, because such elements x, у have the property that x = axQ,
у = ауо for some a e^. Hence the graph DR{(^) is uniquely determined by deter
mining the set A of all elements a of Ш such that ea is an edge of DJR((Ö). If the
order of © is greater than two, then evidently A ф 0. Let (5(Л) be the subgroup of (5
generated by A. As we have seen, the vertices x and у are joined by an edge in DK((5)
if and only if either у = xa for a e A (then we have the edge xy), or у = xa~^ for
a e A (then we have the edge yx). By induction we can prove that x and у lie in the
same connected component of DR{(3) if and only if v = xd, where d e (5[Ä). Therefore, the vertex set of each connected component of DR((^) is a left class of (5
by ©(У4). Evidently each of these connected components has a non-identical auto
morphism. If ©(Л) is a proper subgroup of (5, then there are at least two such com
ponents. If we choose a non-identical automorphism of one of them and extend it
to the whole graph DR((b) by leaving all vertices of other components fixed, we obtain
an automorphism ß of DR((^). But then each vertex not belonging to the chosen
component is mapped onto itself by both ß and the identical automorphism of DR(&),
which is a contradiction. Hence ©(Л) = © and Л is a system of generators of (5.
But then there exists an automorphism a of (5 such that oc[A) = A and a is not the
identical automorphism of (5. Let x and у be elements of (5. As a is an automorphism
of (5, we have (x{x~^y) = (a(x:))"^ oc(y) and as a(a) = A, we have (a(x))~^ a(y) e A
if and only if x~^y e A, This implies that a(x) (x{y) is an edge of i)K((5) if and only if
xy is an edge of /)Я((5) and a is an automorphism of DR{(b). The vertex e is mapped
onto itself by both a and the identical automorphism of /)R((6), which is a contradic85

tion. Therefore DR((5) does not exist. According to Proposition also no undirected
graph representation of (5 exists.
A simple example of a group fulfilling the condition of this theorem is the direct
product of two cyclic groups of the order 2.
Conjecture. Let (^ be a finite group with the property that there exists a set A
of generators of (5 such that no non-identical automorphism of (6 maps A onto
itself. Then there exists a directed graph representation of (5.
Theorem 3. Let © be a finite Abelian group with at least one element of the order
greater than 2. Then there exists no undirected graph representation of (5.
Proof. Let (5 be a group with the mentioned property. Suppose that there exists
an undirected graph representation of (5. For this undirected graph representation
of © we can construct a directed graph representation of © in the way described in
the proof of Proposition. Define A in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.
The graph ВК[Щ thus constructed has the property that for any two vertices x, у
of DR{fä) the existence of the edge xy is equivalent to the existence of the edge yx.
Hence for an arbitrary a e (5 we have ae Aïï and only if a"^ G У4. As (5 is Abehan,
the mapping a of (5 onto (5 such that a(x) = x~^ for each x e © is an automorphism
of Ш. Evidently a{Ä) = Л. If x is an element of © of an order greater than 2, then
a(x) = x~^ Ф X and a is not the identical mapping of ©. The mapping a is an
automorphism of i)jR(©) (see the proof of Theorem 2). The unit element e is mapped
onto itself by both a and the identical automorphism of DJR(©), which is a contra
diction. Hence there exists no undirected graph representation of ©.
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